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ABSTRACT

The performance of a system is determined by its characteristics as well as by
the composition of the load being processed� Hence� its quantitative description is
a fundamental part of all performance evaluation studies� Several methodologies
for the construction of workload models� which are functions of the objective of
the study� of the architecture of the system to be analyzed� and of the techniques
adopted� are presented� A survey of a few applications of these methodologies to
various types of systems i�e�� batch� interactive� database� network�based� parallel�
supercomputer� is given�

� Introduction

The performance of a system is in�uenced by the characteristics of its hardware and software

components as well as of the load it has to process� The analysis of the workload plays a

key role in all the studies where the performance indices of a system are to be determined�

Indeed� such indices are directly related to the workload and cannot be expressed by quantities

independent of it�

Since the behavior of a real workload is very complex and di�cult to reproduce� a model is

required� Such a model has to capture the static and the dynamic behavior of the real load

and it must be compact� repeatable and accurate�

The goal of this paper is to give a survey of the workload characterization by pointing out�

through a few applications� the various steps required for the construction of a workload model

and the sets of parameters to be considered in various types of studies�

The paper is organized as follows� The state of the art of the techniques and methodologies

for the construction of workload models is presented in Section �� A few application domains

for these methodologies are then discussed� Section 	 is devoted to centralized systems� that

is� batch� interactive and database systems� Workload characterization of network�based envi�

ronments is described in Section �� Section � analyzes multiprocessor systems� that is� parallel

and supercomputer systems� Finally� a few conclusions are drawn in Section ��
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� Workload modelling techniques

Although the execution of a workload is typically a deterministic phenomenon� it is often

modeled as a nondeterministic one through the application of statistical techniques� This

is because of the big amount of data to be measured and of the large numbers of variables

interacting together and of phenomena to be considered�

The main steps for the construction of workload models see e�g�� ���� Chapter �� can be

summarized as follows


� � Formulation�

The characterization level and the workload basic component i�e�� the smallest level of

detail such as job step� interactive command� update�inquiry transactions to a database��

together with the parameters to be used for its description� are selected� A criterion for

the evaluation of model representativeness is also determined�

� � Collection of the parameters of the workload to be modeled while it is executed�

� � Statistical analyses of the measured data� The following sub�steps are identi�ed


��� � Preliminary analysis�

The collected data may include distinct workload populations e�g�� batch� time sharing�

transaction�� The discovery of natural partitions promotes insights through focusing

attention on smaller and more manageable portions of the original data set�

��� � Analysis of the parameter distributions�

This type of analysis may lead to the application of various types of transformation e�g��

logarithmic� of the original values of the parameters or to the identi�cation and the

removal of the outliers� For example� when the density function of a parameter is highly

positively skewed� a logarithmic transformation is required� Furthermore� the outliers�

that is� the components whose parameter values are very di�erent from the typical ones�

may distort the classi�cation process� Hence� the original data set has to be trimmed

by removing the elements having one or more parameters with values greater than a

predetermined percentile�

��� � Sampling�

In order to process the measured data with reasonable amount of processing time and

storage� the number of components to be considered has to be small� Hence� a sample�

drawn from the measured data� is used in the following steps�

��� � Static analysis�

A robust classi�cation is obtained when the values of the parameters are scaled such that

they lie in a common interval ����

The classi�cation and partitioning of workload components is usually attained by clus�

tering algorithms� Cluster analysis is a statistical technique very useful for discovering

homogeneous groups in a given data set� Among the various clustering algorithms �	�
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the most commonly applied to workload characterization is the non�hierarchical k�means

method�

Other statistical techniques� such as grid techniques and principal components analysis�

are also adopted to partition the given data set into classes of homogeneous components�

A few representative elements will then be selected from the classes according to some

extraction criteria and used in the construction of the workload models�

��� � Dynamic analysis�

When the time�varying characteristics of the workload e�g�� dynamic characteristics of

the processing requests� evolution in time of the mixes of components in execution� are

to be reproduced� the properties of several time series are considered� The application of

various techniques� such as numerical �tting� statistical analysis of nonstationary series

of events� and stochastic processes� provides a concise representation of the analyzed data

sequences e�g�� the arrival and departure patterns of components to the system��

Probabilistic graphs represent another approach for the description of the dynamic behav�

ior of the workload� User behavior graphs ubgs� ��� are adopted for modelling interactive

users in that they are able to capture the dynamic characteristics of the load by repro�

ducing the sequences of commands submitted by the users� The nodes of such a graph�

one for each user� correspond to di�erent command types� The arcs� with the associated

probabilities� represent the issuance of the next command upon completion of the current

one� The duration of a user�s stay in each node probabilistically equals the times the user

spends typing in a command of that type� waiting for the system�s response and thinking

what command should be input next�

� � Representativeness�

Several criteria can be adopted to assess the representativeness of a workload model� The

performance oriented criterion� based on a characterization in terms of a vector �P � whose

components are performance indices selected according to the objective of the study� is

widely applied� Examples of these indices are response time� throughput� and resource

utilizations� The accuracy of a workload model is then measured as a function of the

di�erence between �P and �P �� obtained executing the real workload and its model� respec�

tively�

In ���� the Workload Analyzer Tool WAT�� a tool which allows the construction of a workload

model by implementing a few of the steps previously described� is presented�

� Workload characterization for centralized systems

Workload characterization for centralized systems is a stabilized topic that has been extensively

studied and applied since early seventies� Such systems represent the �rst application domain

of workload characterization and many papers on this topic have appeared in the literature

	



since then e�g�� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����� ����� ����� ��	�� ����� ������ In subsections 	�� and 	��� a

survey of a few studies� where the various approaches and the techniques described in Section �

have been applied� will be presented�

��� Batch and interactive systems

The most popular method adopted for workload characterization of batch and interactive sys�

tems is the clustering� One of its earliest applications can be found in ���� where such a

technique is used for the construction of a workload model of a dual processors system used in

a scienti�c environment� The signi�cative clusters obtained� ranging from eight up to eleven�

are characterized by a set of eight parameters such as� CPU time� number of I�O accesses per

device type� number of job steps� number of �les�

A resource and functional�oriented procedure for workload modelling is proposed in ����

and an application to data measured on a batch system is described� The program�steps� char�

acterized by six parameters dealing with their resource consumptions� have been analyzed with

three di�erent techniques� that is� two clustering methods and the principal components anal�

ysis PCA�� Both the nonhierarchical k�means� and the hierarchical Minimal Spanning Tree�

algorithms produce nine representative clusters where the programs are distributed according

to the values of their six parameters�

The composition of each cluster is also investigated from a functional view point� More pre�

cisely� the programs have been characterized in terms of additional features related to the

programming language used e�g�� FORTRAN� COBOL� and to the type of activity performed

e�g�� compilation� execution�� The distribution of the programs in the various clusters re�ects

the resource�oriented subdivision� For example� all the compilations of COBOL programs be�

long to a single cluster� which also contains a few I�O intensive executions�

The third type of analysis PCA� allows the identi�cation of six factors able to explain the

correlations and the variance existing among the six resource�oriented parameters� The corre�

lations among these features with respect to factor � and factor � are displayed in Figure ��

The relative positions of the parameters show their loadings on each factor� In the example�

we derive that factor � is a CPU�I�O factor� that is� it has high loadings on both I�O disk

and CPU times parameters � and �� which are also very highly correlated� The same con�

siderations apply to parameters � number of lines printed� and � number of work�les used��

Furthermore� three of the six factors account for more than ��� of the total variance of the

data set� Such an information together with the previous results can help in simplifying the

workload model by reducing the number of features to be considered�

The distinct characteristics of the program types� that is� compilations and executions� can be

also pointed out by means of the PCA� Figure � displays the projections of the programs�steps�

which are compilations� on the subspace identi�ed by factor � and factor 	� In particular� the

programs are grouped according to the di�erent memory requirements factor 	� placed by the

various compilers� The variations within each group are due to the di�erent I�O and CPU

times factor �� required which are� in turn� a function of the size of the source codes�

A model based only on the static characteristics of the workload does not provide a perfectly
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Figure �
 Loadings of the resource�oriented parameters on factor � and factor � �����

Figure �
 Projections of the compilations within the factor � � factor 	 subspace �����

accurate representation of the load itself� it lacks in capturing the variation in time of the

components and it does not reproduce their dynamic behavior�

Stochastic processes� numerical �tting and graph�based techniques are the most commonly used

models for obtaining concise representations of the workload dynamic characteristics�

In ����� the hierarchical structure of interactive workloads is analyzed in terms of a stochastic

model based on a top�down view of their basic components� According to such a view� a

user session is a sequence of runs or jobs� which consist of sequences of tasks e�g�� editing�

compilation�� Each task can then be seen as a sequence of commands or statements� Finally�

at the next lower level� there are the physical resources consumed by each statement�

The workload� i�e�� the set of all the runs� is initially grouped by means of clustering techniques

into seven subworkloads� The parameters characterizing each job are functions of the software

resources e�g�� �ling� FORTRAN compiler� link�load� execution�� At the task level� a Markov
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chain� whose states correspond to the software resources used by the run� is employed for

the description of the behavior of the users� The transitions between states denote also the

most probable sequence within the runs belonging to the various clusters� Figure 	 shows

an example of task sequence measured in a single run� As can be seen� nine di�erent states

have been identi�ed� namely� seven corresponding to the software resources employed and two

�ctitious states BEGIN and END� used to represent the beginning and the termination of a

run� Note that the run reaches the END state after seven steps from the beginning�

Several tests have been run in order to investigate the properties of such sequences� The

Figure 	
 Task sequence from the BEGIN state to the END state measured in a single run �����

analysis of the order of the Markov chain� which expresses the step dependencies within the

sequences themselves� is equal to three in most of the clusters� Low order models have been

found in clusters with small numbers of runs and of preferred states�

This type of characterization is particularly suitable for the construction of synthetic scripts

to be used for the setup of benchmark experiments of interactive systems�

The alternative approach for the characterization of interactive workloads based on user

behavior graphs ubgs� has been employed in di�erent respects� In ����� the ubgs are adopted

as a means for obtaining a synthetic representation of a workload in terms of the command

types� their resource demands and their sequence� A functional approach is initially applied

to the data measured for all the �� users of an interactive computer running under the UNIX

operating system� The commands are grouped according to their types and the corresponding

user behavior graph is constructed� Note that all the users are assumed to be statistically

identical� that is� they obey the same ubg�

Since the number of di�erent command types submitted to the system is quite large� namely�

��	� an initial grouping according to the frequency of their occurrence is performed� A ubg

consisting of �� nodes� i�e�� the �rst 	� heaviest commands plus a �catch�all� command com�

bining together all the remaining ones� is then obtained� A further subdivision of these ��

commands� based on the mean and the coe�cient of variation of their resource demands� is

required for dealing with a more manageable model� Hence� a resource�oriented ubg consisting

of eight nodes is constructed� The goal of the study is to analyze the causes that do not make

the eight�nodes graph a perfectly accurate model of the forty�nodes ubg� The sensitivity of

the accuracy of this clustering�based workload characterization to the dispersion of resource
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demands of the clustered commands is also evaluated� The results obtained have shown that

the clustering method for workload model design is reasonably accurate and the sensitivity is

quite low�

Numerical �tting techniques are used in ���� for the analysis of the �uctuations in the ar�

rival patterns of the workload components and the construction of a parametric model able to

provide a concise representation of the analyzed phenomena�

The arrival times of the jobs at the system are collected during one month of operation� Some

measurements have been discarded because of the occurrence of anomalous events e�g�� crash�

holidays� maintenance� occurring on a few days� Hence� �� one�day periods have been con�

sidered� A typical behavior of the variations of the arrival rate over a one�day period from

�
	�am to �
��pm� is plotted in Figure �� As can be seen� the peaks value of the morning�

reached at about ��
��am� is followed by a decrease till �
��pm� corresponding to the lunch

break� The values of the afternoon rate� which are almost constant� are much lower than the

morning ones� The dotted and the solid curves of Fig� � refer to the estimated rate function and

the corresponding polynomial function provided by the �tting techniques� respectively� The

Figure �
 Estimated dotted curve� and polynomial solid curve� arrival rate functions �����

application of these methods to the various days has shown that an eight�degree polynomial

function is a suitable representation of all the analyzed arrival processes� Three representative

patterns with similar behaviors have been identi�ed in the data by means of the clustering

applied to the coe�cients of the various polynomial functions� The model obtained can be

easily used for the forecast of the system load in the near future and for driving simulations

when di�erent dynamic control policies are to be investigated�

��� Database systems

A database system can be seen as a subset or as a part of a centralized system in that the users

access interactively the database from their terminals by entering messages� called transactions�

The workload description commonly adopted in studies dealing with these types of system

is based on the analysis of traces� measured on real environments� or of reference strings�

generated according to some stochastic processes� The traces are collections of accesses to

database items or blocks produced by all the transactions processed during the observation
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interval� Various techniques have been applied for their characterization� such as clustering

and statistical analyses of non stationary series of events�

The identi�cation of the locality of reference i�e�� to subsets of blocks of the database�� of

the sequentiality i�e�� sequences of increasing database block addresses� and of the transac�

tion types provides preliminary information on both the performance and the behavior of the

database and on the possible techniques to be adopted in studies dealing with bu�er replace�

ment and concurrency control policies see e�g�� ����� ������ In particular� when the transactions

are classi�ed according to their functions e�g�� store� query�� a �nite state machine models can

be applied�

Table � lists a few examples of parameters collected in a real database environment� The values

of these parameters� provided in ����� belong to three of the six traces measured on a system

under di�erent con�gurations and typical load conditions� The mean transaction length refers

to the number of di�erent pages accessed per transaction� Only transactions with at least one

page accessed are considered�

Parameters Trace D Trace E Trace F

Observation interval ����� ����� ������
Number of transactions 	��� ��� �	��
Mean transaction length ��� ���� �	��
Pages accessed ����� �	�� ��	��
Pages written ���� 	� ��	�
Transaction types �� �� 	�

Table �
 Summary of the parameters derived from three traces collected for a database system
under di�erent con�gurations �����

For characterizing workloads with di�erent page reference behavior a hierarchical�functional

approach can be adopted� The approach is such that� starting from the user viewpoint of the

database� the workload description is modi�ed by each level in order to obtain the appropriate

physical characterization�

In ����� a methodology� independent of the database and of the application� that is based on

the following three abstraction levels� is proposed


� application level� i�e�� the user viewpoint of the database� where the data of the applica�

tion� the functions and their relationships are de�ned�

� transaction level� where the transaction types associated to the functions previously iden�

ti�ed are de�ned�

� physical resource level� where the list of read�write page accesses and cpu demands are

de�ned�

In ��	� and ����� various statistical approaches for the analysis of a large quantity of data

collected on a computer running the IMS database management system are presented�
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An exploratory study of the access path lengths� that is� the sequence of segments accessed when

searching a database� measured for one�day period is performed in ��	�� Graphical displays and

simple numerical summaries are used to reveal patterns in the data� An appropriate stochastic

process� which can be used as input for simulation models of IMS installations� is then proposed�

In ����� the data of the times of the transaction initiations� taken over six whole days� are

analyzed and represented by means of a nonhomogeneous Poisson process which can be seen

as the superposition of inputs from various users� Figure � shows� for day �� the plots of the

mean number of transactions initiated as a function of the time of the day dashed curve��

Note that these values are computed as an average over ���� adjacent unit time intervals� An

Figure �
 Mean number of transactions initiated in ���� unit time intervals dashed curve� and
global estimate based on an exponential polynomial of degree � solid curve� �����

exponential polynomial function has been used for the estimation of the oscillatory nature of

the Poisson process see Fig� ���

A workload classi�cation aimed at determining the capacity of an IBM MVS system is

presented in ����� The study considers three workload types� namely� batch� timesharing and

transaction processing� Examples of parameters used for developing a cluster description of

the transaction workload are the total database calls� the number of input and output message

segments and the total lock requests� Note that these parameters have to re�ect the instan�

taneous conditions of the system e�g�� database organization� mix interaction� availability of

common pool space� which heavily in�uence the behavior of the transactions themselves� Ta�

ble � reports the values of the centroids of four out of the eight clusters obtained from the

analysis of a sample consisting of ���� transactions� These four clusters account for more than

��� of the sample�

� Workload characterization for network�based systems

Before starting the overview of the methodologies used for workload characterization of

�network�based� environments� we want to clarify that this term is used here to denote both

basic computer networks considered in isolation or interconnected together e�g�� heterogeneous

wide�area� metropolitan�area and local�area networks with di�erent protocols� and distributed

systems see e�g�� ������
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Parameters Cluster Number
� � 	 �

Database calls ��	� ����� ���� ����
Lock Requests ���� ����� ���� ����
Input Messages ���� ���� 	��� ����
Output Messages ���� ���� ���� �����

Table �
 Centroids of four of the clusters obtained for a transaction processing workload �����

The most commonly used performance measures for these environments are throughput�

channel utilization and various forms of delay e�g�� transfer time� queueing delay� expressed

as a function of the nature of the tra�c and of the characteristics of the protocols and of the

network� Sensitivity studies of the potential performance of these systems obtained varying

the load and the network topology and connectivity are required for capacity planning� design

and con�guration purposes�

Hence� it is important to identify a set of parameters able to capture and reproduce the nature

of the tra�c �owing in the networks� This type of analysis is fundamental for multimedia net�

works� supporting digital audio and digital video components� characterized by a wide variety

of tra�c types� Furthermore� the complexity of the special equipments e�g�� routers� bridges�

gateways� adapter cards� constituting the network�based systems and of their architectures and

interconnections� requires the introduction of parameters able to take into account the in�u�

ence and the mutual interactions between these components� As a consequence� the techniques

and the parameters introduced in the previous sections for centralized systems are no longer

su�cient in these environments�

The workload characteristics of a network environment can be speci�ed in terms of a few

basic parameters� such as� the packet generation rate for each node e�g�� workstation� terminal�

server� together with the size and the routing of the packets� The analysis of the source and

destination nodes allows us to distinguish between the intranet i�e�� both source and destination

on the same network� and the internet i�e�� source and destination on di�erent networks� tra�c�

Note that the information concerning the routing can be either measured or derived from user

pro�les that specify the source�destination of the applications�

In addition� there are protocol�dependent parameters� that is� the number of packets generated

per message together with their distribution� In the case of store�and�forward networks� the

CPU time spent for packet setup and teardown and the time spent for protocol conversion by

the gateways has to be considered�

Once de�ned the set of parameters characterizing the workload of a network� the appropriate

measurement tools must be found� In most of the studies presented in the literature e�g�� �����

����� ����� two di�erent approaches are adopted
 either special�purpose devices are used or ad�

hoc test and monitoring tools are constructed�

In what follows� we give a survey of a few studies appeared in the literature which describe how

to measure and analyze the parameters above introduced and which of them are to be used for
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the input de�nition of both analytical and simulation models of di�erent types of networks�

In ���� and ����� the authors focus on experimental measurements of Ethernet local�area

networks� As we will see� although the two studies are quite similar� the results obtained by

Shoch and Hupp are di�erent from Gusella�s because of the architectural di�erences of the two

environments�

In ����� the �rst experimental study aimed at characterizing the tra�c and the performance of a

����Mbps Ethernet local network is presented� The network� connecting over ���machines� was

used for di�erent kinds of applications ranging from �le transfer and access to shared database

systems� to specialized multimachine programs� The load of the network� analyzed in a ���

hours period� is described in terms of its tra�c and the inter�packet arrival times� It has been

noticed that the behavior of the load is strictly related to the time� that is� it is very light during

the night and heavy in the daytime hours with a dip at lunchtime� The length of the packets

exhibits a high correlation with the tra�c type e�g�� �le transfer� acknowledgement� terminal

tra�c� and shows a bimodal distribution with a mean value of ��� bytes� Note that for a ����

Mbps network the maximum packet length is equal to ��� bytes� The source�destination tra�c

matrix provides information about the most frequent patterns that can be used for identifying

unbalanced situations and possible bottlenecks in the network� In the analyzed environment

the tra�c is concentrated to and from specialized servers�

In ����� a large network mainly consisting of diskless workstations with virtual�memory op�

erating systems is studied� The measurements are collected by instrumenting the kernel of a

dedicated UNIX machine� All the packets �owing on the �� Mbps Ethernet local�area network

are read and the protocol headers together with the timestamps of the packets are stored�

As can be seen from Fig� �� the packet length� with a mean size equal to ��� bytes� is mainly

distributed according to the protocols used by the applications i�e�� NFS� ND� TCP�� In this

case� an initial characterization of the packets based on their functional subdivision is appro�

priate� The packets belonging to each group can be then repartitioned according to speci�c

tra�c they carry� For example� two groups can be further identi�ed within the NFS packets�

consisting of the short ones transporting requests and responses for remote procedure calls and

of the long ones produced by the data fragmentation performed by the IP during �le read�write

operations� respectively�

Another important result deals with the distribution of the packet interarrival times� i�e�� the

Figure �
 Distribution of the packet length as a function of the protocols �����

times between two subsequent transmissions� There is some sort of correlation and dependence
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on the protocols� the packet size and the tra�c intensity� Hence� a Poisson process� typically

employed in most of the simulation and analytical models� is not suitable in this case� Fig�

ure � shows the network utilization� over ��minute intervals� caused by the tra�c generated by

a client workstation communicating with a �le�server using the NFS protocol� The behavior

of the network activity exactly re�ects the user behavior which is usually characterized by a

certain number of pauses�

Figure �
 Network utilization as a function of the time of the day for the NFS protocol �����

A few measurements aimed at determining the time to copy a ��� Mbyte �le between two

nodes of a local area network under varying load� i�e�� normal� heavy and light contention�free�

loads� are presented in ����� The experiments are intended as a validation means of the results

obtained for a campus network model developed and solved with the NetMod design tool� For

each workstation type� the rate at which it generates tra�c and the average size of the packets

are measured by means of a specialized monitor� The sending workstation transmits an average

of �� p�s with an average size of ���� bytes� The receiving workstation generates �	� bytes

acknowledgments with an average rate of �� p�s� The study has shown that with a background

tra�c of ��	� p�s the transmission time is larger than the overhead due to the software�

In �	��� a typical campus area network is analyzed� Its tra�c is hierarchically characterized

at various layers� namely� application� transport� and medium access layers� The behavior of

intra�LAN� inter�LAN and LAN�to�WAN tra�c has also been investigated�

A synthetic� externally�driven model able to generate load to an actual distributed system

�le server in a UNIX�NFS environment is presented in �	��� The model is based on the analysis

of a few measurements� performed in a six week period� which capture the requests and the

responses to and from the �le server� Four key factors� namely� the frequency distribution of the

requests� their interarrival time distribution� the �le referencing behavior and the distribution

sizes of read and write requests� are identi�ed� A preliminary analysis of these parameters helps

in discovering the typical behavior of the requests and in simplifying the model description� For

example� an initial simpli�cation is obtained by looking at the various request types� A small

number of types� corresponding to the dominating ones� is considered and several others� which

are negligible� are ignored� The analysis of the arrival process has shown that an exponential

characterization of such a process is not appropriate because the average interarrival time and

its variance are equal to ���� and �����	 seconds� respectively� The model is then constructed

according to the set of parameters identi�ed in the workload characterization stage�
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A survey of the performance issues in token�ring local�area networks with various protocols is

presented in �	��� The main workload parameters used for the analysis of the delay�throughput

characteristics of the basic IEEE ����� and FDDI protocols are the information��eld lengths

exponentially distributed� and the frame generation rate Poisson process��

In the case of the simulations of the �ow control mechanism for token rings interconnected

through bridges and a �backbone� ring� the following parameters are chosen


� mean message length of � kbyte with a coe�cient of variation of ����

� mean frame length of ��� bytes�

� exponentially distributed intervals between generation of messages�

� time for a bridge to process one frame equal to 	�� �s�

� size of the two bu�er pools of each bridge of � kbytes�

Note that the mean message length has been chosen such that the overall frame length dis�

tribution after segmentation and the insertion of control information�� resembles the bimodal

distribution measured on real systems� Figure � shows� as an example of the results of this

study� the total throughput versus the total o�ered data rate for various window sizes W and

a completely symmetrical tra�c pattern� As can be seen� the throughput initially increases

linearly and then it may decrease because of the heavy load of the network and the queues of

frames at the bridges�

Figure �
 Throughput as a function of the o�ered data rate for various window sizes �	���

In �		�� the performance e�ects of di�erent distributions of node locations on a linear bus

Ethernet are examined� The parameters used in these simulations are mainly related to the

protocol and the network itself e�g�� carrier and collision detection time� interframe gap� length

of the jam signal� number of bu�ers for each node�� The end�to�end and the signal propagation

delays are set such as resembling a ���� m network� The tra�c is characterized by the packet
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length that is �xed throughout their study to �� bytes� The interpacket arrival times are

exponentially distributed and are chosen to yield moderately heavy loads�

In �	��� a study of real�time services on a packet�switched store�and�forward wide�area

network is presented� The communication is based on �xed�route connections channels�� that

is� virtual circuits with performance guarantees� The multimedia tra�c diversity is captured by

considering four types of channels taxing the network�s resources di�erently� The parameters

characterizing the channels are


� maximum service time t in the node for the channel�s packets�

� minimum packet interarrival time on the channel xmin�

� minimum value xave of average packet interarrival time over an interval of duration I�

Table 	 shows the values of these parameters for the four channel types� We can see that

channel � imposes a very heavy load� while channel � is very light�

Channel type t xmin xave

� � �� ��
� � �� ���
	 � �� ��
� � �� ���

Table 	
 Characterizing parameters� expressed in time units� of the four channels�

As a conclusion of this section� a global approach for the workload characterization of

�network�based� environments see �	��� is described� The methodology is based on a layered

structure which corresponds to a logical subdivision of the hardware components into three

groups� namely� user terminals� processing nodes and communication subsystem� According to

this scheme� the load submitted by the users requires services from the local processing nodes

and� eventually� goes to the network� Hence� at each of these three layers� i�e�� user� processing

and network� di�erent basic workload components� which involve di�erent physical resources�

are identi�ed�

Figure � shows the layered structure of such systems� As can be seen� the load of each processing

node layer �� comes either from the users layer 	� and from the network layer ��� The dashed

lines in the �gure display two examples of possible paths followed by the local and remote

requests� respectively�

For modelling the load at each layer� probabilistic graphs are chosen because of their ability

to capture both the static and dynamic properties of the load itself� The user behavior graphs�

adopted at layer 	� becomes� at the next lower layer� a system graph which is based on the overall

sequence of requests� ordered according to their arrival time and generated by all the users or

coming from the network� The requests which need processing from remote nodes cause various

types of tra�c on the communication subsystem� The load of layer � is then characterized by

��



Figure �
 Layered structure for the workload characterization of �network�based� environments
�	���

the network graph derived from the �ow of messages to and from the communication subsystem

and by the tra�c �ow matrix representing their routing�

The main steps for modelling the load of the various layers by taking into account their mutual

interactions can be summarized as follows


� measurements of the arrival sequence of the command types submitted by each user and

construction of the corresponding behavior graphs layer 	��

� measurements of hardware and software resource consumptions and of the arrival times

of all the requests processed by each node and construction of the system graph layer

���

� measurements of arrival time� length� type and source�destination addresses for all the

messages �owing in the network and construction of corresponding graph and tra�c �ow

matrix layer ���

The parameters that can be measured�derived for each of the three layers and the corresponding

modelling techniques are listed in Table ��

��



Layer Characterization Parameters�Techniques
level measured derived

	 user arrival time arrival rate
command type interarrival time

user behavior graph

� processing arrival time arrival rate
node request type system graph

hw�sw resource consumptions

� communication arrival time generation rate
subsystem message type interarrival time

message length network graph
source�destination nodes tra�c �ow matrix

Table �
 Parameters and techniques adopted for �network�based� environments�

� Multiprocessor Systems

Recent technological advances and increasing demands for computing power have led to the de�

velopment of very fast computers such as parallel systems and supercomputers� The parallelism

of the computations is the key factor for the performance of parallel systems� The performance

improvements achieved with supercomputers are mainly due to their new architectural aspects�

Some of the issues related to workload characterization for these two types of systems will be

addressed in subsections ��� and ����

��� Parallel Systems

In the sequential environments� the performance of a system is adequately described in terms

of service demands� i�e�� the amount of computation time required together with the processor

instruction rate� The performance of parallel systems� characterized by a large number of

cooperating processors� is in�uenced by a multiplicity of factors mainly related to the structure

of the applications and to their ability to exploit the parallel features of the system�

The use of graphs for modelling parallel algorithms is a widespread practice� Each node rep�

resents a sequence of computations tasks� and the arcs represent data dependencies� Directed

graphs� i�e�� task graphs �	�� �	��� are used for representing data�driven computations� while

undirected graphs� i�e�� communication graphs �	��� are preferred for modelling control�driven

computations�

In the sequel we will limit ourselves to the characterization of the algorithms represented by

means of task graphs� Note that this type of approach can be easily extended to communication

graphs�

A general classi�cation of metrics for parallel environments can be done in terms of their

dependence or independence from system architectures�

��



From the analysis of the graphs see Fig� ��� a set of system independent performance metrics

related to the static properties of the algorithms can be deduced� Static indices describe the

complexity of the structure of an algorithm and capture its inherent parallel characteristics and

its suitability to a particular system�

Dynamic indices are system dependent in that they describe the behavior of an algorithm

when it is executed on a given system and also re�ect how e�ciently the parallelism is ex�

ploited� These metrics are appropriate for the evaluation of the match between algorithms and

architectures�

A summary of a few static indices is given in Table �� N is a measure of task granularity�

Static Metrics Description

N total number of nodes
in�degree avg� number of direct predecessors of all the nodes
out�degree avg� number of direct successors of all the nodes
depth longest path between input and output nodes

maximum cut max number of arcs taken over all possible cuts
problem size size of the data to be considered

Table �
 System�independent metrics derived from the task graph of an algorithm�

while the values of in�degree and out�degree are related to the synchronization complexity� The

larger the number of predecessors of a node the higher the probability that the corresponding

task has to wait for synchronization� The value of the depth� i�e�� of the longest path in

terms of number of nodes� that starts at the initial node and ends at the �nal node� is directly

related to the execution time of the algorithm� The maximum cut� that is� the maximum

number of arcs taken over all possible cuts from the initial node to the �nal node� deals with

the maximum theoretical parallelism that can be achieved during the execution� The problem

size is a measure of the number of elements in the data space that are to be considered�

To illustrate a workload characterization process� we discuss these parallel metrics with

respect to a few algorithms� We consider two typical parallel algorithms� that is� the block

decomposition matrix multiplication �	�� and the LU decomposition ���� whose task graphs are

reported in Figure ��� The values of the static indices derived from the analysis of a matrix

size n� n  �� � �� with p  � processors are summarized in Table ��

The block multiplication algorithm consists of a sequence of intermixed computation and

communication phases� The presence of these two phases will be emphasized by the dynamic

indices see Fig� ����

Since the task graph of LU decomposition is asymmetric� with high probability the maximum

number of processors maximum cut�� will be used only for a small fraction of the global

execution time� The tasks are strongly interconnected� as re�ected by the in�degree value�

Since static indices lack in representing the parallelism exploited by the algorithm on a given

system and its behavior as the execution progresses� dynamic metrics� that can be expressed

with a single�value or with a curve see Table ��� must be used�
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Figure ��
 Task graphs for the block matrix multiplication a� and the LU decomposition b�
algorithms�

algorithm problem size n� nodes in�degree out�degree depth max cut

Block � �� ���� ���� � �

LU �� ��� ���� ���� �� �	

Table �
 Static indices of the task graphs of the block multiplication and LU decomposition
algorithms�

Single�value indices are determined by executing an algorithm with a given number of proces�

sors p� The average characteristics of the tasks tcomp� tcomm� as well as those of the messages

exchanged nmessages� lmessages�� and the global number of I�O operations nI�O op are particu�

larly useful when the load of the algorithm must be reproduced e�g�� in simulation studies� in

the evaluation of mapping and routing strategies��

A more complete characterization of the behavior of parallel algorithms consists of plotting

the metrics as a function of the number of available processors signatures� or as the execution

progresses pro�les� �����

The global execution time T p� of an algorithm� i�e�� the execution signature ����� can be sub�

divided into two components


T p�  Tcompp� ! Tcommp�

where the computation signature Tcompp� represents the fraction of the execution time in

which one or more processors are computing and the communication signature Tcommp� is

the time spent communicating including the synchronization delays�� Usually� Tcompp� is a

monotonically decreasing function of p� while Tcommp� is an increasing function� Figure ��
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Dynamic Metrics Description

Single�value

tcomp avg� computation time of the tasks
tcomm avg� communication time of the tasks

nmessages avg� number of messages sent�received by the tasks
lmessages avg� length of the messages
nI�O op number of I�O operations

Signatures

Tcompp� global computation time vs number of processors
Tcommp� global communication time vs number of processors
T p� global execution time vs number of processors
Sp� speedup vs number of processors Sp�  T ���T p��
Ep� e�ciency vs number of processors Ep�  Sp��p�
�p� e�cacy vs number of processors �p�  Sp���p�

Pro�les

nbusy proc number of busy processors vs execution time
ncomm proc number of communicating processors vs execution time
ncomp proc number of computing processors vs execution time

Table �
 System�dependent metrics derived from the execution of the algorithm with p proces�
sors�

shows these signatures for the block decomposition algorithm obtained on a transputer�based

system with mesh topology and n equal to ��� As can be seen� with this particular problem

size� the characterization of the algorithm changes from computation bound to communication

bound when more than � processors are used� Indeed� with �� processors the granularity of

the tasks is very small and the computation time of each task becomes smaller than the time

required to transmit the results to the other processors�

The speedup Sp� �	�� describes the gain in time� of the parallel algorithm executed with

p processors with respect to the serial one� The serial time may denote the time taken by the

best possible serial algorithm or the time required to execute a given parallel algorithm on a

single processor� The former de�nition is used when an absolute evaluation of the algorithm

is required� the latter describes how well the algorithm has been parallelized� Since it is very

di�cult if not impossible� to derive the optimal serial time even for simple algorithms� the

second de�nition is commonly adopted�

The speedup curves for various problem sizes of the block decomposition algorithm are reported

in Fig� ��� The advantage of increasing p is more evident when the problem size is large the

speedup is almost linear for n �����

In Figure �	 the speedup curves of the LU decomposition algorithm obtained on an Intel iPSC��

for di�erent problem sizes are reported� When the matrix size decreases� a reduction in speedup

occurs due to the relative increase of communication time compared to computation time� As
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Figure ��
 Signatures of the block decomposition algorithm on a mesh topology�

more processors are allocated� the potential reduction in computation time is less than the

increase of communication time�

Based on the behavior of the speedup curves� a particular type of workload characterization

can be derived� From the curves of Fig� �	� three typical representative behaviors can be

considered


� semi linear matrix size  �����

� concave matrix size ranging from ��� to �����

� �at matrix size  ����

The e�ciency Ep� is a measure of the fraction of time the processors are busy� The e�cacy

�p� describes how well the processors are used� It increases to a maximum and then decreases�

The number of processors which attains the maximum �p� is the processor working set pws�

����� that is� the number of processors for which the ratio of the bene�t increase in speedup� to

the cost decrease of e�ciency� is maximum� The pws coincides with the number of processors

corresponding to the knee of the execution time�e�ciency pro�le �����

Usually the maximum of �p� and Sp� are obtained for di�erent values of p� Figure ��

shows the Sp� and �p� for the odd�even transposition sort of ���� elements obtained on a

transputer�based machine with linear array topology� The maximum speedup is obtained with

�� processors and the maximum e�cacy corresponds to � processors� This means that the

marginal bene�t in allocating more than � processors with the considered problem size� is less

than the cost associated with the additional processors� The pws maximizes the performance

index power� which is the ratio of the throughput to the response time ����� The characterization

of algorithms through their pws is useful in design studies e�g�� when processor allocation

strategies are to be investigated� or in system tuning studies e�g�� for the identi�cation of the

optimal system operating point��

The parallelism pro�le gives the number of busy processors as a function of time and can be

derived theoretically assuming an idealized machine having an unbounded number of proces�

sors� However� since the number of processors in the system determines the algorithm behavior�

�xing the maximum number of available processors and measuring its value on a real system

is more appropriate when the behavior of an algorithm on a given system must be described�
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Figure ��
 Speedup curves of the block decomposition algorithm on a mesh topology ��	��

A parallelism pro�le can be further decomposed into a computation pro�le� which plots the

number of processors that are computing at each instant of time� and a communication pro�le�

which corresponds to the number of processors that are simultaneously communicating� The

parallelism and computation pro�les of the block decomposition algorithm executed with ��

processors are shown in Figure ��� The characteristics of this algorithm� that is� the synchro�

nism of the computations and of the communications on all the processors� are emphasized by

these pro�les� Indeed� a computation phase i�e�� an interval of time in which all the processors

are busy� alternates with a communication phase� in which all the processors are exchanging

data� The two extreme phases� namely� the initial loading of the processors with the subma�

trices and the down�loading of the results are also evident from these pro�les� The concept of

Figure �	
 Speedup curves of the LU decomposition algorithm on a hypercube topology �����
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Figure ��
 Speedup Sp� and e�cacy �p� for a odd�even transposition sort of ���� elements
�����

Figure ��
 Parallelism and computation pro�les of the block decomposition algorithm with ��
processors problem size n  ���� ��	��

the phases of a parallel algorithm is discussed in ���� �����

The information in a pro�le can be more succinctly captured in another form of represen�

tation which is referred to as the shape ����� This representation is a cumulative plot of the

fraction of the execution time where a certain number of processors is busy� An example of

shapes derived from a parallelism and computation pro�les obtained with p  �� is shown in

Figure ��� From the pro�les and from the shapes it is also possible to derive several single�value

dynamic metrics e�g�� average numbers of busy� computing� and communicating processors��

If the variability in the pro�les is small� then these average values can be e�ectively used to

characterize the program behavior� If the variability is high� the distribution of the values is

required� From the shape of a parallelism pro�le the fraction of time in which the maximum

and the minimum numbers of processor are utilized� is obtained� The fraction of the inher�

ently sequential portion of the algorithm corresponds to the fraction of time in which only one
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Figure ��
 Example of shapes derived from a parallelism and a computation pro�les�

processor is active� For example� in the shape of Fig� ��� all the processors are busy for only

��� of the execution time� For more than ��� of the time either one or no processors are

computing�

More detailed information on the activities of each processor and on their timings with

respect to each other and to the global execution time are provided by the horizontal bar di�

agrams see Figure ���� The overlap of processor activities at each instant of the execution

time are shown� A solid�line segment indicates that the corresponding processor is computing

Figure ��
 Example of horizontal�bar diagram�

in that period of time� An empty�line segment indicates a communication activity period�

�	



��� Supercomputers

Supercomputers are high�performance multiprocessors machines with vector facilities� designed

mostly for large scienti�c and engineering applications� Although the range of their possible

performance improvements is quite wide� all the programs will not have equal bene�ts see

e�g�� ������ The hardware and software implementations of such systems strongly a�ect the

performance experienced by the end�users� Hence� an accurate characterization of the workload

of such systems is required�

Depending on the objectives of the study� a workload model can be de�ned in terms of

�traditional� parameters related to the physical resource consumptions e�g�� global and per

processor execution times� number of disk accesses� or to the application domains e�g�� �u�

idodynamics� image processing� structural analysis�� Furthermore� the workload processed by

supercomputers has to be described by means of parameters able to capture the behavior of

the programs with respect to the architectural aspects of the systems themselves�

The analysis of the source code of the applications together with the information provided

by tools� such as� pro�lers� pre�compilers� vectorizers� allows the identi�cation of the program

characteristics which are more directly related to the architectures� Examples of such param�

eters are the number of �oating point operations� the average vector length� the percentages

of scalar� vectorized� or parallel code� the vector stride� the communication patterns and the

number of noncontiguous memory accesses see e�g�� ��	�� ����� ������

Starting from this detailed characterization� statistical analyses can be applied for identifying

classes of representative components to be used in performance studies� For example� in the

case of benchmarking� the most popular technique employed for assessing supercomputer per�

formance� a careful and accurate de�nition of the programs to be used in the experiments has

to be carried out� Hence� workload characterization must be included as a preliminary step for

an e�ective benchmarking see e�g�� ������

A static and dynamic workload characterization study of a CRAY X�MP is presented in

����� Over one million job trace records have been analyzed at the functional and resource

levels� The jobs� described in terms of CPU time� I�O time and memory space�time product�

have been subdivided into seven clusters� The changes of the workload intensities over an

average weekday are also analyzed and six characteristic periods are identi�ed� namely� three

transient periods with increasing�decreasing intensities and three stable periods with fairly

constant intensities� respectively�

Before concluding the section� we want to mention a few additional metrics� related to

some properties of the programs and to the way they are structured� that can be measured on

supercomputers see e�g�� ���� and ������

The variation of performance with vector length is captured by the two parameters r�� n�����

which denote the asymptotic performance measured in MFLOPS� and the vector length nec�

essary to achieve half of the asymptotic performance� respectively� The actual vector lengths

of the programs are then compared with n��� in order to establish what performance can be

achieved�

Figure �� shows� as a function of the vector length� the values of r� and n��� obtained on a

one CPU of the CRAY X�MP for three di�erent operations� namely� a dyadic and two triadic
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operations� r� and n��� are represented by the inverse slope and the negative intercept with

the n�axis of the best �t line� respectively� In particular� r� is equal to �� and ��� MFLOPS

for the dyadic and the all vector triadic operations�

Figure ��
 r�� n���� for a dyadic operation a�� an all�vector triadic operation b� and a triadic
operation c� �����

	 Conclusions

Although workload characterization can be viewed as a settled discipline� it has remarkably

progressed only recently�

The methodologies and the techniques applied for constructing workload models are strictly

related to the objectives of the studies as well as to the type of system to be tested e�g��

centralized� distributed� parallel systems�� As already pointed out� the problems encountered

in the characterization of the workload of centralized systems are well�known and have been

approached and solved since quite a long time� Similar conclusions cannot be drawn for more re�

cent types of architectures e�g�� multiprocessor systems� client�server architectures� distributed

database systems�� The increasing number of hardware and software components interacting

together makes the performance of such systems heavily dependent on the characteristics of

the load� Hence� it is necessary to identify a set of parameters able to capture and reproduce

the behavior and the evolution in time of the workload components processed by such systems�

Furthermore� the workload characterization process must take into account the continuous

evolution of system architectures� For example� in the case of widely�used multi�window en�

viroments� the workload has to be described in terms of the logical and physical parallelisms

existing among the commands simultaneously �active� into the system� Indeed� such paral�

lelisms will heavily in�uence both the behavior of the user and the patterns of the requests

submitted to the system� Appropriate techniques have to be developed for modelling this type

of workload�
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In general� we can identify a few steps that can be seen as a common basis for any workload

characterization study� such steps can be summarized as follows


� choice of the set of parameters able to describe the behavior of the workload�

� choice of the suitable instrumentation� that is� use of existing performance�monitoring

tools or construction of ad�hoc ones�

� experimental measurement collection�

� analysis of workload data�

� construction of static�dynamic workload models�

Then� a sort of �customization phase� of these steps is required for matching the objective of

the study as well as the type of system under test�

Hence� we can conclude that the workload characterization still remains a promising research

�eld in that it has to be updated continuously either for bene�tting of new techniques and for

making it more suitable to the requirements that will be raised by the new architectures�
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